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The Bug of the Year

By Lorraine B. Kingdon

The `B' biotype of the sweet potato
whitefly poses a major economic threat
to world agriculture. It has the ability
to cause severe feeding damage to plants;
it's resistant to pesticides and is the
known vector of more than
60 geminiviruses.
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Whiteflies, so tiny they can easily go unnoticed on
healthy foliage, damage plants directly by laying
eggs which turn into sap -sucking nymphs.

WHITEFLIES CAUSE A TRULY REMARKABLE AMOUNT OF

damage, particularly considering their minuscule size - about
the size of the proverbial pinhead (.8 millimeter). They cause
yield and quality losses to cotton, spread diseases in melons
and vegetables and even panic urban gardeners when the
whiteflies make their annual Phoenix summer appearance by
the billions.

By this measure, 1992 was a banner year for the white-
flies. Arizona cotton farmers suffered at least $55 million in
yield losses alone, says Arden Palmer, state director for the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. This figure did not include
losses from lower prices paid for mold -damaged cotton, nor
the extra expenses farmers incurred trying to control the
whiteflies.

The whitefly became a media "star," appearing frequently
on nightly television. Media attention, however, focused on
Phoenix backyards, not on the state's farms. Billions of the
tiny insect made their annual August and September appear-
ance in the city, looking like a winter snowfall.



The pest is equally dangerous as a host for
bacterial diseases and mold, such as the virus seen
here attacking a pepper plant.

"The panic was far worse than any problems whiteflies
caused," says Terry Mikel, University of Arizona Cooperative
Extension agent for horticultural crops in Maricopa County.
"A very few landscape plants were killed by the nymphs
sucking plant juices from the underside of the leaves, and a lot
of plants looked pretty raggedy, but that's about it. Of course,
there were so many whiteflies around, they made great TV
footage.

The 30 -or -more urban gardeners who phoned Mikel's
office daily wanted more than reassurance; they wanted a
cure. (A dilute, less than 2 percent, solution of detergent in
water sprayed on the underside of the leaves is an adequate
control. Mikel has tested 5 detergents at 7 rates on 30 different
plants. He says they all control whiteflies, but Dawn detergent
works the best. He's also testing terpenes, such as Campho
Phenique, as repellents.)

Detergent sprays may be sufficient when "raggedy
leaves" are the major problem, but that's not enough when
farmers' livelihoods are at stake. A UA team of plant scien-
tists, plant pathologists, entomologists and remote sensing

University of Arizona entomologist David Byrne, here collecting
specimens for counting, has discovered that white -fly infestations
follow a predictable pattern. Ken Matesich photos.

technologists are working together to find out how best to
manage the whitefly, wherever it shows up and whatever crop
it attacks.

"There is no `silver bullet' available for the whitefly,"
says Jeff Silvertooth, UA Extension cotton specialist. "Diffi-
cult and complex decisions face us on an individual, commu-
nity and statewide basis. The whitefly has clearly demon-
strated an ability to adapt and adjust; we must be able to adapt
and adjust as well."

Yuma County melon and vegetable growers proved
Silvertooth's point in their 1992 battle against the whitefly,
says Mark Wilcox, the county's Extension agricultural agent
for vegetable crops. After devastating damage suffered in
1991, the farmers took joint action to alleviate pressures from
the whitefly.

Cotton growers planted earlier maturing varieties of
cotton, terminated irrigation earlier, harvested and disked
under the residue about 10 days to 2 weeks earlier than usual
in past years.

The whiteflies now needed another host, but, for the most
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"Whitefly management, by its very nature,
requires an integrated crop management approach ... "

part, were unable to find fall melon plants, a preferred host,
because none were planted this year. Also, in 1992, vegetable
growers used transplants to a much greater extent, rather than
seed their crops. All told, the whiteflies had to wait at least a
month for major preferred host plants. Although farmers used
pesticide sprays to some extent, chemical controls were
incorporated into widespread changes in cultivation practices
- changes in the ways farmers had traditionally grown their
crops.

Many of the whiteflies died during this host -limited
period, but a large number also migrated into the backyards in
Yuma. "They ate my roses down to a nubbin," Wilcox said
ruefully.

But he has regularly checked vegetable fields throughout
the county, and he's impressed. During his career as a veg-
etable crop expert, Wilcox has worked across the United
States, but says he has never seen weed control as well and
carefully done as in Yuma County. This kind of care denies
whiteflies the host plants they need while waiting for a
commercial crop to infest.

"In 1991, farmers in Yuma County had a disastrous year,"
Wilcox says. "In 1992, I didn't notice a great deal of physical
damage to vegetable plants, and I predict the whitefly won't
affect the quality or quantity of our vegetable harvest."

The changes in practices that helped Yuma County
farmers combat the whitefly began with research by the UA
team into the basic biology of the insect. The whitefly starts as
a creamy- yellow, football- shaped egg laid on the undersurface
of leaves. It hatches to a crawler stage that, in turn, becomes a
flattened nymph. Nymphs feed on the phloem sap of the
leaves, beginning the cycle of plant damage. In large numbers,
the nymphs can suck the leaves dry and even kill their hosts,
certainly reducing overall crop yields.

But that's not all. Nymphs secrete large amounts of
honeydew that drips onto open cotton bolls, making them
sticky and interfering with ginning. When entomologists
analyzed the honeydew, they found large amounts of amino
acids and sugars that support the growth of microorganisms,
including sooty mold. Both stickiness and sooty mold lower
the grade - and the price paid - for cotton lint.

In field tests, UA plant scientists also found that intense
sunlight, commonplace in Arizona, combines with honeydew
to scald leaves - again reducing crop yields. General plant
stress from hordes of attacking whiteflies increase the crop's
need for water and can mature cotton plants earlier, leading to
lower yields because a second fruiting cycle doesn't occur.

Entomologists David Byrne and Theo Watson discovered
that in early summer the sweet potato whitefly displaces and
dominates another species, the banded -winged whitefly, which
usually causes little damage in cotton.
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The sweet potato whitefly has infested Arizona cotton
fields for many years, but only recently has it become a
significant pest. The change in status may be the fault of a
new B strain, now widespread over an amazing range of
several hundred host plants that allow the whitefly to over -
winter and reproduce year -around in Arizona.

The pest can move from one crop to another. Growers
who actively produce a wide variety of crops, as many do in
Arizona, have to consider how far whiteflies can migrate.
Byrne studied migratory patterns in his laboratory and in the
field, finding that these insects can fly as much as 12 miles in
one morning if helped with a 5 mph wind. But they can't fly
against a wind.

"Spring melons downwind of cotton may increase the risk
of infestation of cotton somewhat, but not nearly as much as if
the melons were planted upwind," Byrne says. Later in the
season, when cotton has matured and the water is cut off, the
whiteflies will head to nearby early fall vegetable fields.

That leads to the question, "How isolated does a crop
have to be to avoid whitefly infestations ?" Definitive answers
aren't available, but Merritt Nelson, head of the UA depart-
ment of plant pathology, is leading a regional analysis of
whitefly- transmitted plant virus diseases in Yuma Valley. He
and Robert MacArthur, an expert in geographic information
systems and spatial analysis, are using the remote mapping
systems to track pests and diseases as they move from field to
field.

Conventional defense methods are of limited effective-
ness. Farmers usually respond to large infestations of white -
flies by spraying with a broad spectrum of insecticides. Since
the pest takes only 16 - 21 days to produce another generation
under hot Arizona summer conditions, the spraying is apt to be
almost constant. And, chemical controls don't always solve
the problem. Growers spend a great deal of money on the
sprays, further reducing the possibility of making a profit.
And, insecticide- resistant secondary pests, such as aphids and
mites, can still damage cotton under such an intense spraying
regime. Finally, the repeated use of the same insecticides can
rapidly lead to whiteflies that are resistant.

Those are cotton crop impacts. What about melons? And
vegetables? Obviously the plants are directly affected by the
huge numbers of voracious whiteflies. In addition, whiteflies
are excellent vectors of plant pathogenic viruses. UA plant
virologist Judith Brown says that wherever the `B" biotype,
with its broader host range, takes over, epidemics of viral plant
disease outbreaks follow within two or three years. This has
happened around the world - and in Arizona.

The infestations seem to be getting worse every year. The
reason could be Arizona weather, at least partly. Analysis of
past weather trends have revealed some interesting patterns,



says Paul Brown, UA Extension biometeorologist. For
example, the 1991 -2 winter was one of the warmest on record.
The effect?

Fewer cold nights may have helped the whitefly over -
winter;

Whiteflies were able to reproduce later into the fall and
winter and earlier in the spring;

Host plants survived and supported whitefly populations.
As the UA whitefly team of scientists immediately

realized, managing this pest will never be simple. There is no
"magic bullet." Each part of the cropping season has its own
dangers and precautions for growers.

Willcox Serves Up
Tomatoes Under Glass
By Lorraine B. Kingdon

THE GARDEN -A GREENHOUSE SPREAD OVER 10 ACRES -

bears no resemblance to the backyard plot producing tomatoes
"with real taste" back in the Midwest. But the fresh, huge,
juicy, red "Beefsteak" tomatoes from Bonita Nurseries, Inc.
near Willcox taste amazingly similar.

They should. Bonita is merely the newest venture for the
owner, VHB - Van Heyningen Brothers Ltd. - which has
worldwide experience growing tasty fresh tomatoes under
glass.

Leo and Wil Van Heyningen, from Bleiswijk, Holland
(where their management company is still located) started
their first tomato greenhouse in the South Coast area of
England in 1963. In the past 30 years, they have expanded to
sites in South Africa, Saudi Arabia, the Philippines, China,
Japan, East Germany, Portugal, as well as Pennsylvania in the
U.S.

In this country, VHB grows primarily for the fresh tomato
market on the East Coast, a booming market. "The people in
Boston and New York have never seen anything like our
tomatoes as far as their taste, high quality and shelf life," said
Wil Van Heyningen, VHB president.

Willcox, for its part, has been struggling to solve its own
economic problems and welcomed VHB wholeheartedly.
"VHB is the most sophisticated agricultural system in all
Arizona," says community leader Eddie Browning.

Browning calculates the greenhouse construction in 1992
impacted the local economy by about $100,000 in the first
month alone. The company spent $7.2 million on the first
phase - the 10 -acre greenhouse - with more to come as the
fresh tomato market increases. The payroll for 34 people, plus
management, equals about $750,000 annually. That figure

"Whitefly management, by its very nature, requires an
integrated crop management approach," the team concluded in
its report to Arizona cotton farmers. "Though chemical control
may be the tactic of choice once infestations have reached
damaging levels, there are many other tactics and practices
that may be employed well before the onset of infestation to
maximize the likelihood of producing a successful crop. Our
report points out the importance of considering crop and non-
crop dynamics outside the cotton field.

"Cooperation among growers, within communities, or
over large areas is encouraged and should result in maximum
benefits to all concerned."

does not include about 20 part-time laborers needed during
harvest - people who would otherwise be out of work when
the apple season ended.

"Don't forget, the greenhouse, and our regional economic
development plans, [also] have given us visibility and media
attention we badly needed," Browning says.

The story behind the VHB trek to southeastern Arizona
involves old friendships, new expertise and the right combina-
tion of climate, energy and labor.

"I've known Wil for years," says Merle Jensen, assistant
dean for sponsored research at the College of Agriculture.
Jensen has many years of experience in greenhouse vegetable
production.

"The Van Heyningens are one of the largest, most
respected vegetable growers in the world," he says. "Wil came
to Arizona a couple of years ago. He told me they were
seriously considering building a greenhouse somewhere in
Arizona because of the high light conditions. They wanted to
grow tomatoes 12 months year -round in the U.S., and Wil
asked me to help them find the best location."

So, friendship started the ball rolling. VHB looked at
possible greenhouse locations in Nogales, Parker, Safford,
Sierra Vista, Yuma - and land between Bonita and Willcox.
The company had several criteria:

Clean, pure water - Bonita gets clean and plentiful
water from surrounding mountain ranges;

Good light - The belt between El Paso and Willcox has
the highest light concentration in the United States;

Ample energy at a competitive cost -A natural gas
supply was available in the Willcox area;

A climate that was not too hot, nor too cold - Willcox
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was ideal because its elevation takes the edge off the southern
Arizona heat;

An experienced labor supply - Again the Willcox area
was ideal because workers from the Sulphur Springs Valley
apple industry were available.

The Willcox area had another advantage. Isolated from
fields with similar crops, fewer insects and diseases would be
likely to spread to the greenhouse tomatoes. If they did, the
expertise available at the University of Arizona, about 90
miles away, could help VHB solve its problems.

Rob Call, UA Agricultural Extension agent for Cochise
County, is even closer. Stationed in Willcox, Call has years of
experience in vegetable and horticultural crops.

Jensen credits Eddie Browning with putting together the
right chemistry between community and newcomer. An
Arizona rancher and graduate of the UA leadership training
Project CENTRL, Browning is director of the Willcox
Economic Development Group. Browning made sure the
management from VHB came to Willcox during its annual
Rex Allen Days celebration so they could see Willcox at its
festive best.

"They loved the Southwest and everything took off from
there," Browning says.

VHB bought 298 acres of private farmland between
Willcox, Bonita and Safford. They made an investment of
$7.2 million just for their first 10 -acre greenhouse and
tentatively plan to increase greenhouse space to 80 acres in the
next 10 years. There's room for 120 acres under glass.

Once the decision to build was made, VHB moved
quickly. Experienced greenhouse builders from VHB head-
quarters in Holland directed the operation, which included
nearly $1 million of earth- moving alone. In 6 weeks, the
greenhouse was finished.

"They moved so fast, they ought to qualify for the
Guinness Book of Records," Browning says, shaking his head.

By late August 1992, the first 100,000 tomato seedlings
were planted, and the first crop was harvested in late October.
This first harvest was about 40 tons of tomatoes per week,
with an annual expected harvest of more than 200 tons per
acre, says Arie Nico Markus, greenhouse general manager.

The fully computerized growing system is indeed
sophisticated. Lush tomato plants grow from trays of khaki-

colored rock wool, through which precise amounts of nutrients
flow. Small micro -tubes deliver the nutrient solution to each
plant. County agent Call says the tomatoes use about as much
water as growing corn.

While the plants are young, they get larger amounts of
nitrogen; later, the nutrients will include more calcium. All
told, the computer controls 16 elements necessary for growing
healthy, tasty tomatoes. The temperature, humidity, fertiliza-
tion are all computer -controlled, Markus says.

At first, the vines grow straight up, along twine suspended
from pipes high in the greenhouse, Markus says. Later the
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Gloria Walker moves down the aisle of the climate -
controlled VHB greenhouse in Willcox, plucking
fruit from tomato vines grown in a computer -mixed
solution of water and nutrients.

vines will be carefully laid along the "ground" so they can be
easily harvested by hand from small electric carts that fit onto
the heating tracks. The vines could be as long as 30 feet.

Huge solar- heated water storage tanks warm the water
during the day, for use during the cool nights. Natural gas
boilers provide carbon dioxide gas enrichment to the plants
and also heat the water, which is piped next to the growing
tomatoes. A misting system helps controls the climate to make
sure the plants aren't stressed.

"We're bringing the taste back into fresh tomatoes
because we concentrate on quality," says Van Heyningen,
adding with a smile, "I expect it won't be long before our
customers are angry with us because we can't provide them
with as many tomatoes as they want."

"All in all, it's a good deal," Browning says.



Willcox is the site of a new
10 -acre tomato greenhouse
that capitalizes on the
agricultural skills of the
local workforce, providing
work for 34 people in
addition to management.
Ken Matesich photos

Florence Mendoza and
other VHB pickers
harvest 40 tons of
tomatoes per week from
vines that grow up to 30
feet tall. Below, solar -
heated storage tanks for
the water -nutrient
solution that feeds
the vines.
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Chromosome `Oddity' May Hold Key
to Making Plants Disease -Proof

If (Hans) Van Etten's hypothesis proves true, plant scientists may be able
to someday control plant diseases by engineering plants to produce
phytoalexins that are foreign, and deadly, to pathogens.

By Jan McCoy

To FEND OFF DISEASES, MANY PLANTS HAVE EVOLVED

ingenious defense systems that pit their own toxins against
infection -causing microorganisms. Some plants store toxins in
strategic locations, such as the cyanide in peach seeds that is
released only when the seed is damaged. Still others can
quickly synthesize large amounts of toxins, called phytoalex-
ins (Greek for "plant warding -off chemicals "), when threatened
by pathogens.

So why, with such an impressive arsenal, do plants still
get sick?

Because pathogens have also evolved their own unique
defense systems, says plant pathologist Hans VanEtten.
Certain microorganisms, particularly fungi, appear to have a
highly efficient enzyme system that quickly reduces plant
toxins to non -toxic chemicals.

VanEtten has studied the relationship between phytoalex-
ins and pathogens for years. But a recent look at the genetic
structure of a pathogenic fungus gave VanEtten and his
colleagues new information about its defense mechanism
and a big surprise. Their finding raises hopes that genetic
engineering could someday be used to turn the tables on plant
pathogens.

Not only could this aid in protecting food crops in a
hungry world, using natural compounds to control plant
diseases would reduce the risk of environmental contamina-
tion, VanEtten says. Although natural chemicals can be just as
toxic as synthetic ones, natural chemicals leave no toxic
residues in the environment.

Compared to the chromosomes of higher organisms, fungi
chromosomes are very small and until recently, hard to study.
But a new method to study these small chromosomes, called
pulse field electrophoresis, led VanEtten and his colleagues at
the University of Arizona to a startling discovery about the
pathogen, Nectria haematococca, which attacks pea plants.

The fungus thrived by manufacturing a chemical which
could detoxify the pea's own chemical defenses, its phytoa-
lexin. VanEtten and his colleagues, however, have learned that
the chromosome containing the gene for detoxing the pea
phytoalexin can be removed from the fungus. "When we
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reproduce this fungus in the laboratory, many offspring no
longer have this chromosome," VanEtten says.

"That was a startling observation, how can you lose
something as fundamental as a chromosome and not die ?"

Part of the answer comes by looking more closely at N.
haematococca, which has adapted itself to a number of biological
niches. In addition to peas, the fungus is also pathogenic to
chickpeas, cottonwood, several other plants and even shrimp.
N. haematococca can also live harmlessly in soil.

"Obviously, the one gene on that chromosome that is
needed for life on peas is the one for detoxifying the pea
toxin," VanEtten says. "Our theory is that the organism only
needs the chromosome when it come up against the phytoalex-
ins. It does not need the chromosome if it is living in the soil
or is a parasite on another plant. We think these chromosomes
are a reservoir for a number of very specialized genes."

This observation could change the way genetic research-
ers view these so -called "B" chromosomes, whose function
until now has not been known.

"In the past, geneticists studying higher organisms would
find these small chromosomes that would come and go. For
years, these little chromosomes seemed to be an oddity with
no known function. They were called B chromosomes to
distinguish them from the generally larger, normal A chromo-
somes.

"This is the first time it has been shown that B chromo-
somes have a distinct gene and function."

This important finding adds to the growing body of
research VanEtten has conducted on the role of phytoalexins
in preventing microbial diseases and how genetic engineering
may figure in the future.

Phytoalexins were first identified in peas in 1960. Since
the discovery of the pea phytoalexin, pisatin, phytoalexins
have been found in many plants. Each phytoalexin is thought
to be specific to the plant in which it is found. The question
that remains is, how specific is a pathogen's tolerance to
phytoalexins?

VanEtten theorizes that pathogens are tolerant of the
phytoalexins produced by the plants they parasitize, but lack



UA plant pathologist Hans Van Etten and assistants
Kevin McCluskey and Robert Sandrock are experimenting
with genetic- engineering techniques to bolster the ability
of plants to fight off pathogens. Ken Matesich photos

Pathogens such as the
Nectria haemotococca are
able to detoxify the chemical
defenses of the plants they
attack, causing millions of
dollars in damage to crops.

the mechanism to detoxify chemicals made by other plants.
VanEtten's current research, both at the University of

Arizona and in collaboration with colleagues at other universi-
ties, tests that theory with two different approaches.

The first approach involves creating mutant pathogens
with and without the ability to detoxify phytoalexins to
determine how the detoxification mechanism affects pathoge-
nicity. The second seeks to understand the biochemical natures
of both the phytoalexins and the detoxifying enzymes of
pathogens.

If VanEtten's hypothesis proves true, plant scientists may
be able to someday control plant diseases by engineering
plants to produce phytoalexins that are foreign, and deadly, to
pathogens. A pea plant that is genetically altered to produce

both bean and pea phytoalexins, for example, could resist N.
haematococca because the fungus would be killed by the bean
toxin it is unable to detoxify.

"The additional beauty of this type of engineering, though
it is still only conceptual, is that this technique should make a
plant resistant to all pathogens that cannot detoxify the
chemicals," VanEtten says. "Many current engineering
strategies are geared toward making plants resistant to only
one disease."

But even with a multitude of current and yet- to -be-
developed ways to engineer disease resistance into plants, the
battle against pathogens will never be over, just ongoing.

"As evolution does not stand still, we will always be
modifying our strategies against pathogens," VanEtten says.
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Team Offers
Blueprint for
economic
Self -Help

By Lorraine B. Kingdon

No DOUBT ABOUT IT - THE ECONOMY AFFECTS EVERYONE,

particularly in a small community. But what about the
reverse? Can people really do anything to change their lives?

"The influence of the economy on small communities is
significant, but the influence of people on the economy is
profound," says Nancy Huber, the former director of the
University of Arizona Cooperative Extension Community
Leadership and Resource Development (CLRD) program.
She believes in looking at economic development in a
different way than the traditional GNP.

"Money isn't the bottom line," she says. "The real
bottom line is the way people live, hope and work. Treating
the economy otherwise is the same as a doctor stitching the
skin over a broken bone without first fixing the bone."

This approach may not be traditional, but it works. Huber
and Charles (Corky) Poster, who worked together prior to her
recent retirement, have proved that "bottom up" development
can change towns. Poster, an architect and planner, continues
to head an innovative economic- stimulus program developed
under CLRD auspices.

Their proof is easy to see in communities like South
Tucson, the South Park Neighborhood, just east of South
Tucson, and Tubac. Success stories have spread, and Poster is
now working with the Southeastern Arizona communities of
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Douglas, Duncan and Nogales, as well as Payson and the
privately owned Babocomari Ranch between Sonoita and
Siena Vista.

CLRD set out to provide planning and development
services to small communities unable to pay the big fees
charged by private consultants. South Tucson was the first
community to come to Poster about two years ago.

"In the fall of 1990, Bill Ponder, the city manager, came
to the dean of the College of Architecture," recalls Poster, an
Extension specialist with CLRD and a faculty member at the
UA Drachman Institute for Land and Regional Development
Studies. "Ponder was looking at improving the arterial roads
in South Tucson and needed some community design help."

And, that's what they got. Poster and five senior architec-
tural students in planning and landscape architecture worked
for free, first taking an inventory of South Fourth and Sixth
avenues and 29th Street. Together, in only one semester, they
wrote two design proposal booklets and prepared a videotape
for a "South Sixth Avenue Corridor Revitalization Project."

As a result of "doing their homework," as Poster puts it,
the South Tucson city government so impressed the Economic
Development Administration in Washington, D.C. that the
town was granted a $1.4 million appropriation for improve-
ments. The city took the same plans to the Arizona Depart-



South Tucson landed state and federal
economic -development grants to renovate its
main street, South Sixth Avenue, based on
plans developed at the University of Arizona.
In nearby South Park, a depressed Tucson
neighborhood, similar UA plans have led to
numerous community improvement projects,
including a demonstration low -cost solar
home. Michael Stoklos photos

ment of Transportation and received $2.8 million to face -lift
South Sixth Avenue as it is transferred from state to city
jurisdiction (it is part of old U.S. Highway 89.)

But where did the people of South Tucson come into the
process? Poster and his team met three times with local
residents, giving opponents and proponents of the ambitious
proposals a chance to work out potential snags.

Reporter J.C. Martin wrote in The Arizona Daily Star,
"...eventually all 14 blocks of South Tucson's main street will
be spruced up...Power lines will go underground; the street
will be widened by 2 feet on each side; sidewalks of colored
interlocking concrete blocks will appear along with 200 trees
and their own watering system; and bus stops will sprout."

The goal of the project is to raise property values along
the avenue and to attract business. Poster says the $4.2
million in state and federal funding can be parlayed into a
catalyst for further improvements in the city's infrastructure.

"It's a nice model that immediately attracted more
attention [from other distressed communities]," he says,
smiling.

The next to ask for help was Tucson Urban League,
which appealed for help for the South Park Neighborhood, an
inner city community south and east of downtown Tucson.
Historically, the South Park area is a community under stress.

Eighty-five percent of the people are minority, mostly
African- American, and they suffer from low incomes, poor
housing, low educational levels and high unemployment.

The neighborhood has been studied before. In 1970, and
again in 1984, formal land use plans were drawn up, partly as
a result of predicted changes caused by two new transportation
corridors (Kino Boulevard and Aviation Parkway) that would
surround the neighborhood. The plans didn't work out,
however, because the market for the kinds of uses envisioned
virtually disappeared in the 1980s.

This time, the Urban League appealed for help. Al-
though land use planning is perhaps less critical than originally
believed, the need for socially oriented planning addressing
housing, community development and services has dramati-
cally increased.

Poster studied both land development and community
needs. The first step was to go to the people to find out their
concerns. They were many, including drug and substance
abuse; safety and security; health care; child care;
social services; recreation; education and training for employ-
ment; economic development; transportation; improved
housing and appropriate land use.

"We got all the people who were interested in the same
room to discuss the problems," Poster says. "We left knowing
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University of Arizona architect Charles Poster leads
efforts to provide free planning services to communities
in need of finding a "sparkplug" for economic develop-
ment. Ken Matesich photo

we had to find a multi- faceted approach to set community -
wide goals and suggest ways to implement solutions. And, we
looked for accidental opportunities we could take advantage
of.

The Behco Kino gateway site was one such "accident." In
1984, foreign -owned Behco Corporation had the 120 -acre site
between 29th and 36th streets zoned Park -Industrial for a
proposed hotel complex. Behco went bankrupt and the
property was repossessed by Pima Savings and Loan, which
shortly thereafter also went bankrupt and was taken over by
the Resolution Trust Corporation.

The upshot of this complicated scenario was that the
zoning either had to be extended or it would lapse. Poster
argued before the Tucson City Council to allow a zoning lapse
so the community could decide what to do with the land. For
the first time in recent history, the Council agreed.

The opportunity? The site would be ideal for a two- or
four -year college - which would answer several of the South
Park residents' concerns.

Other results of the inch -thick planning document and the
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videotape Poster prepared for South Park are beginning to
appear. The Tucson Parks and Recreation Department made
improvements slated for the Quincie -Douglas Neighborhood
Center, 1100 E. Silverlake Rd., a top priority in its bond issue.
A $100,000 grant from the Tucson Community Association
will be used to help families stay together. Neighborhood
people are developing a credit union and the Arizona Energy
Office is funding a demonstration, low -cost solar home.

"The community is using the plan as their bible, a guide
for decision -making and for finding additional funds," Poster
says. "This plan gave them a huge amount of credibility;
they've done their homework to get available resources from
all sorts of agencies and foundations."

The South Park Neighborhood won a state planning award
in 1992. They - and Poster -are very proud of the honor,
especially since the plan was developed on a shoestring budget
and won over proposals submitted by cities like Tucson and
Phoenix. All South Park needed was a catalyst to show them
how to use their own resources, Poster comments.

Planning for the historic artisan village of Tubac, south of
Tucson, seems a very different challenge from those found in
South Tucson and South Park. Yet, the process was similar.
After being invited by the Santa Cruz County Planning and
Zoning Department, Poster and his students drew up an array
of concepts for enhancing the public spaces in Tubac, which
depends heavily on tourist traffic.

"We described all the possibilities and let the community
tell us which they like best. We put up lots of drawings and
let people walk through them," Poster says. All the village
streets, the banks of the Santa Cruz River, the central plaza,
the state park area, and even the locations of public restrooms
became part of the plans. Tubac has since voted for bond
funding and has hired a landscape architect to carry out the
resident -approved plans.

The verdict on previous projects appears conclusive, and
these days Poster has all the projects he can handle.

Duncan wants a community trail put together between the
high school and the old park.

Payson wants a revitalized Main Street.
Safford wants its rodeo grounds to become the best in the

state.
Owners of the spectacular Babocomari Ranch want a

landscape design to help them open a riparian area to the
public.

Is there a downside to the picture? Poster says he has
sometimes been criticized for taking work away from private
architects and planners. Actually, he says, he does just the
opposite - he creates work. He and his students only prepare
a master plan as dictated by the various communities. The
final construction and all the detailed documents required are
left to private industry.

"We're developing work for private firms, not taking it
away," Poster says.



Scientists Unravel The Double Helix
to Trace Growth, Disease Resistance in Plants

By Jan McCoy

WITH THE SAME TECHNIQUES USED BY RESEARCHERS

working on the Human Genome Project, Timothy Helentjaris
is attempting to remove some of the costly guesswork from
plant breeding.

Traditional plant breeding is often done by eye. A breeder
crosses two plant lines, grows the offspring in the field and
selects new plants that appear to have the desired traits. This
type of selection can be imprecise because the selection is
based on a plant's interaction with the environment rather than
its genetic structure. Also, this breeding method can require up
to nine years to develop a new and improved cultivar.

The Human Genome Project is a massive genetics project
designed to map the human genetic makeup and identify the

causes of genetic diseases. The plant world equivalent,
Helentjaris' Corn Genome Project, will develop a strategy to
find and clone genes responsible for agronomically valuable
traits.

Although the resulting technique will be applicable to any
plant, Helentjaris, an associate professor of plant sciences at
the University of Arizona, says he chose to first work with
corn because it is the most valuable cash crop in the United
States. In addition, with corn he has nearly 100 years of
genetic research to draw upon.

"What if we could find the genes that are responsible for
yield, height, insect -resistance, and so on, and then clone
them ?" Helentjaris asks. "Aren't these the kind of genes we'd

Researcher Timothy Helentjaris applies techniques developed in mapping human genetic makeup
to the science of growing disease -proof crops. Ken Matesich photo
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In the University of Arizona's corn genome project, fragments of chromosomes are chemically scanned
to locate the genes which control traits such as yield and insect resistance. Ann Helmericks illustration

like to use for genetic engineering ?"
Currently, most genetic engineering of plants places genes

from other organisms, such as insect -resistant bacteria, into
plants rather than engineering the plants' own genes.

"We do very little engineering of endogenous genes
because we don't know which ones are really important for
valuable traits. The Corn Genome Project is a way to prioritize
which genes are most important. All we have to do is identify
them and clone them," Helentjaris says.

But finding those valuable genes is the tricky part. In the
Human Genome Project, most of the genes that are being
identified and cloned are those responsible for single -gene
traits, such as cancer or other diseases. Crop traits such as
yield, height or insect -resistance are often caused by more
than one gene. Locating all these genes is far too complex a
task for the one -gene, one -trait approach of classic Mendelian
genetics.
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For this reason, the statistics -based field of quantitative
genetics was developed.

"When you get out into the real world, almost all traits are
due to the actions of more than one gene," he says. "One
assumption a quantitative geneticist makes is that a large
number of genes exist that individually have insignificant
effects. Only by putting them all together do they produce a
desired trait.

"We now have a tool where we can completely dissect a
plant's genome and try to figure out which segments affect
which traits," he says.

Helentjaris helped develop this tool - called restriction
fragment length polymorphisms or RFLPs - for use with
plants at Native Plants Inc., a small biotechnology company in
Salt Lake City. He went to work for NPI when his post-
doctoral fellowship with a part of the Human Genome Project
ended in 1982.



Upon joining the UA in 1990, (Timothy) Helentjaris decided his next step
would be to find the needles in the haystack - the actual genes

responsible for agronomically valuable traits.

"As we looked at project ideas, we thought we'd apply the
same technologies we used with the Human Genome Project
to plants," Helentjaris says. "With the Human Genome
Project, we were trying to find diseased genes in humans. We
thought we'd try to find the genes in plants that are important
for economically valuable traits."

To identify these traits, scientists use RFLPs to reduce the
genetic makeup to its most basic elements. The nucleus of
plant and most animal cells contains a material called chroma-
tin that is made of fine tangled threads. When a cell is about to
divide, the chromatin contracts into groups of chromosomes.
These chromosomes are composed of tiny threads of deoxyri-
bonucleic acid, or DNA.

The DNA structure is likened to a long string of beads.
Each "bead" on a string is one of four bases: adenine, guanine,
cytosine or thymine. The genetic information of a cell is
"coded" according to the ways these bases are arranged on the
strings.

A gene - the basic unit of heredity - is a specific
sequence of DNA whose bases are coded to specific enzymes,
or proteins that catalyze biological reactions. By specifying an
enzyme, a gene enables a particular chemical reaction to
happen in a cell. Genes fall in a defined order and occupy
specific positions on chromosomes. In animal cells, any one
gene amounts to about one millionth of the total DNA in a
cell.

Geneticists use RFLPs to isolate pieces of chromosomes
and identify the DNA sequence of bases in each region. This
technique employs enzymes that actually scan DNA looking
for a particular sequence of bases. Once the sequence is found,
these restriction enzymes make a cut at that site. Hundreds of
these enzymes, all coded to look for specific base sequences,
are used to dissect complex DNA genomes at specific points.

Once DNA is dissected, geneticists can identify genetic
differences between individuals by looking at the variations in
sequences. A small piece of DNA cloned from a specific
region on a chromosome can be used as a genetic marker for
traits.

"At NPI, we developed this process for plants,"
Helentjaris says. "We started with corn and went on to
tomatoes, broccoli, cauliflower and other plants. We devel-
oped sets of these markers and learned that we could map the
traits for yield, maturity, ripening, insect -resistance and so on.
This technique is particularly useful for plant breeding because
we've never known where these genes are located and how
many are involved in these traits."

Helentjaris spent from 1982 to 1990 at NPI analyzing
different plant crosses and defining markers for specific traits.
Using genetic markers will eventually enable plant breeders to

save time and money by screening germplasms prior to
planting. Several major seed companies in the United States
now use this marker -based selection technology in some form,
he says.

Upon joining the UA in 1990, Helentjaris decided his next
step would be to find the needles in the haystack - the actual
genes responsible for agronomically valuable traits. Geneti-
cists in the Human Genome Project are now looking for genes
on areas of chromosomes about one million base pairs long. In
some plants, Helentjaris says, these stretches of area on
chromosomes are much larger and scientists know much less
about them.

"Usually less than five percent of a chromosome is ever
expressed (where a gene enables a biological reaction to occur
in a cell)," Helentjaris says. "Our approach is to make libraries
of that five percent. We don't map and sequence the entire
chromosome, just the little pieces that are actually genes."

Although funding from the U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture started just a year ago and no genes are cloned yet,
Helentjaris and his staff have had encouraging results.

"It's going to be a large -scale project and we're still
working out the basics," Helentjaris says. "Already, we've
mapped some things that look interesting and found some
interesting sequences. We're starting to see that this whole
approach can work."

A second objective of the Corn Genome Project is looking
at how a single gene contributes to variations in multigenic
traits, such as height. Geneticists still have yet to identify all
the genes that contribute to normal height variations in human
or plants.

Although there appears to be little overlap between the
study of single -gene and multigenic traits, Helentjaris predicts
the Corn Genome Project will show that some single genes -
previously thought to be of little value -are part of a larger
group of genes that contribute to important economic varia-
tions in plants, such as a dwarf gene that affects yield as well
as height.

"We see this as the whole rationale for finally trying to
define endogenous plant genes that are going to be economi-
cally important and worth genetic engineering," Helentjaris
says.

But in addition to its agricultural importance, Helentjaris'
work is potentially useful to animal sciences and human
genetics research, particularly for studying multigenic traits.

"Unlike human genetic research, we are able to generate
all the populations we want, transport genes at will and see
their effects," Helentjaris says. "We can try to work out the
theory and develop a model with plants and then apply it to
other fields."
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The long -awaited Central Arizona Project has become a
river of red ink in the eyes of many farmers because of
high water prices and lower -than -expected cotton prices.
Michael Stoklos photo, John A. Lousier illustration.
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The Central Arizona Project:

Water with a bitter twist

By Lorraine B. Kingdon

COTTON HAS BEEN KING OF ARIZONA CROPS FOR NEARLY A

century. That may change. In fact, changes in the state's
agriculture already are underway, largely due to the impact of
the Central Arizona Project.

Paul Wilson paints a vision of the future that features
higher value crops in addition to cotton, harvested several
times year -round and intensively managed. Wilson, a Univer-
sity of Arizona agricultural economist, was commissioned by
Arizona Governor Fife Symington to study the impact of CAP
on agriculture.

But the current reality is one of old dreams that aren't
working out as planned. The effects of Central Arizona Project
(CAP), now that it is nearly completed, differ almost totally
from most predictions of 50 years ago. And, Arizona agricul-
ture may never be the same.

"The expectations were that non -Indian agriculture would
buy between 60 and 80 percent of Arizona's Colorado River
allotment of 1.5 million acre -feet of water during the next
several decades," Wilson says in his report, "An Economic

Assessment of Central Arizona Project Agriculture."
Later, as central Arizona urbanized and Indian communi-

ties became ready to accept CAP water for their farms,
planners theorized that the state's farmers would have less
access to CAP water.

But, it hasn't happened that way, Wilson says. Instead of
rushing to tap the CAP, farmers are turning away from it.
Growers on only half the agricultural land in Maricopa, Pinal
and Pima counties have contracted for CAP water. In addition,
the amount of CAP water actually purchased by non- Indian
agricultural districts dropped by 48 percent between 1989 and
1991.

The reason? Cost. "Farmers simply aren't buying CAP
water; it's too expensive," Wilson reports. Many cotton
growers aren't able to pay its price and stay in business - and
the problem goes beyond the cost of the water itself.

Cotton is, by far, the most important crop in areas served
by CAP canals. However, yields of both Upland and Pima
varieties have been going down since 1988. Cotton prices have
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The repercussions go far beyond an individual farmer's credit woes ...
If (irrigation districts) default on their private bonds,

it could have an adverse impact on
the bond ratings of local

school, road and
fire districts.

fluctuated widely and, in general, have gone down.
"This creates a cost -price squeeze for growers," Wilson

says. He estimates that a farmer on a typical Pinal County
farm can afford to pay about $38 per acre -foot of water.
Actually, growers are willing to pay somewhere between $20
and $40 per acre -foot.

Many cotton farmers are using alternative sources of
water so they can stay in business, at least temporarily.
They're irrigating with ground water from wells, pumped with
preferentially priced hydroelectric power. This power is
critical to the farmer's economic survival, Wilson says, but
amounts are limited. At the most, 120,000 acres could be
farmed using only preferential power.

Using ground water from wells presents problems, too.
Growers who designed their irrigation systems to require high -
volume flows of water may have difficulty when they use the
smaller- volume wells.

Finding any cost -effective water supply may be difficult
in the future.

At a cost of $52 per acre -foot, CAP water is not competi-
tively priced relative to ground water, in most districts. That
situation changed slightly in 1992, when the indirect -recharge
program successfully priced CAP water more competitively
with ground water, increasing the demand by 38 percent.

Additional complications are causing less -than- expected
agricultural usage of CAP water.

The 1982 Reclamation Reform Act limits farms that are
qualified to use CAP water to 960 acres and no more than 25
owners. The latter limitation affects Maricopa County farms,
in particular, because much of this land is owned by invest-
ment and development companies, Wilson says. Many of the
corporate landowners are prohibited from contracting with the
Central Arizona Water Conservation District (CAWCD).

Typical farm- financing methods pose another obstacle.
Most, if not all, cotton growers require loans at the beginning
of every season to finance the crop until harvest. The guide-
lines banks use for making these loans are more strictly
enforced, indirectly limiting growers' ability to use CAP
water.

In the 1970s and 80s, land values were steadily increas-
ing, assuring the creditors of loan repayment even if crops
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failed that year. The land could always be sold to repay loans.
That's no longer true; since the mid- 1980s, agricultural

land values have decreased. Today, lenders look at cash flow.
Will the farmer be able to pay back annual loans from selling
the cotton crop?

Over time, cotton gins and other businesses have become
major lenders in CAP districts. However, these non -bank
lenders are under the same financial pressures as the banks
since they also must borrow their loan funds from commercial
banks

The bottom line: Relatively higher water costs in CAP
districts make these growers higher risk borrowers in the eyes
of all lenders, Wilson says.

The result is that financially marginal farms are having a
tougher time getting operating cash, and many have gone out
of business, particularly in Pinal County. Obviously, the fewer
farms, the less need for CAP water.

The cynical Phoenician or Tucsonan might ask, "So a few
farmers go out of business - so what ?"

Wilson contends that, although CAP agriculture does not
dominate the economies of Maricopa and Pinal counties, its
continued economic health is important. Even with only 49
percent of CAP -eligible acreage being farmed in 1992, the
farms still generated employment for nearly 3,700 people and
contributed, directly and indirectly, about $282 million to the
counties' economies.

Wilson says that repaying the enormous amount of money
required to build the Central Arizona Project is a tri- county
debt. If agriculture uses less CAP water than predicted - and
therefore pays less money into the project - all taxpayers and
urban water users will eventually have to make up the
difference. "Water prices of $150 to $200 per acre -foot, and
an increase in property taxes are likely consequences of
further reductions in agricultural demand," Wilson's
report states.

He traces the scenario. Take -or -pay provisions in the CAP
agricultural contracts will create a financial burden on
agricultural water districts. Financial problems could force the
districts to default on those payments and on their CAP
contracts.

Limited purchases of CAP water by farmers - or none at



Pinal County farmer Rodney Shedd hopes his proximity to the CAP canal will enable him to use less groundwater, which is
expensive to pump. Farms more distant from the canal face the huge expense of developing a distribution system, putting the
CAP water beyond the reach of many growers. Michael Stoklos photo

all - will shift the costs of interest, operation, maintenance
and replacement of equipment to the Central Arizona Water
Conservation District, municipal and industrial users - in
other words, to non -farmers.

As non -payment of acreage assessments by individual
farmers occurs, increased stress is placed on the districts that
are obligated to make CAP debt payments -a sort of inverse
pyramid of financial responsibility. Farm bankruptcies,
delinquent assessments on state lands and delinquent tax
payments - all hurt the districts.

The repercussions go far beyond an individual farmer's
credit woes. Irrigation districts are political subdivisions of the
State of Arizona, similar to municipalities. If they default on
their private bonds, it could have an adverse impact on the
bond ratings of local school, road and fire districts.

The current take -or -pay provisions in CAP contracts will
drive irrigation districts to default on those contracts, Wilson
predicts.

As they default, the districts will lose their right to CAP
water. That, too, has far- reaching results.

"Without CAP contracts, it is unclear how the water
demands for the future economic and demographic growth of
Pinal County will be met," Wilson says. In addition, still

higher prices for CAP water - caused by completing the
project and by continued low water purchases - will continue
the cycle of poor demand. Without some financial relief,
agricultural use of CAP water will decline until farmers only
irrigate with it during June, July and August, the peak water
demand periods. Even then, farmers will only buy CAP water
if it is priced at or below its marginal value in production.

Wilson has forecast the impact of an even further reduc-
tion in CAP acreage. Should 1992 acreage levels drop by one-

third in the future, the result would be a loss of $94 million in
aggregate output in Maricopa and Pinal Counties, and the loss
of more than 1,200 jobs - equivalent to losing a large
manufacturing employer.

He finds no easy answers to the CAP puzzle.
"Any resolution of these issues must be a composite

solution, analogous to putting together a multi -piece puzzle,"
Wilson says. "CAP agriculture should be a piece of the
puzzle." Wilson proposes the formation of a multi- agency task
force to restructure CAP, both operationally and financially.

"A timely search for a least -cost solution is in the best
interest of the tax- and rate- payers in the CAP service area."
The questions: "Who pays ?" "When do they pay ?" and "How
much do they pay ?" need answers.
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Not All Fat Is Created Equal
Unfortunately, each person's response to diet and exercise can be different,
making it hard to nail down cause and effect.

By Anita M. Caldwell

WHILE MANY PEOPLE ARE STILL SCRAMBLING ABOUT WHETHER

or not to eat eggs, researchers say the answer to high cholesterol
problems may be more complicated than previously believed.

Donald McNamara, University of Arizona professor of
nutrition and food science, is studying the relationship
between nutrition and other environmental factors, and how
together they influence blood cholesterol levels and the risk of
heart disease. His work focuses on cholesterol and diet,
cholesterol and exercise and cholesterol in newborns.

"For the first time, we're really beginning to understand
not only that diet changes cholesterol levels, but how the body
deals with those changes," McNamara says.

"We've known for a long time that different kinds of
saturated fats raise cholesterol in the blood [while] polyunsatu-
rated fats lower cholesterol," he explains. "But fats are not just
fats."

Saturated fats include those found in meats, other animal
fats and dairy products. Polyunsaturated fats are found in
vegetable oils, olive oil and peanut oil.

Scientists are comparing types of fats such as palm and
coconut oils with beef fat, looking at how specific fatty acids
impact the body's handling of cholesterol. The so -called
tropical oils are common in processed foods or items that have
a long shelf life, such as cookies, crackers and some cakes.
Beef fats refer to those from any animal.

In addition, researchers are investigating the amount, as
well as the type, of fat consumed in a diet. "Whether it's
coconut oil [a saturated fat] or vegetable oil [polyunsaturated
fat], it's the amount that also makes a difference," McNamara
says.

McNamara, like other nutrition and food science experts,
says people need to eat less fat overall. More than one -third -
37 percent - of our calories are fat and most of those are
saturated fats, which raise cholesterol levels, he says. "The
recommendation is to reduce fat intake to 30 percent with
equal proportions of saturated and polyunsaturated fats."

To test his theories, McNamara conducts experiments
using guinea pigs because their bodies respond most closely to
those of people. He says when you feed the same type of fat to
the animals but give them less of it, their cholesterol levels
drop.

At the same time, dietary cholesterol, like that in eggs,
has less of an impact on blood cholesterol levels than people
think, he says. Instead, the presence of animal versus veg-
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etable fat in the diet has a much greater impact on determining
blood cholesterol level.

"If you're making food choices based on cholesterol
content but you're not paying attention to fat, it's not going to
do much good for your blood cholesterol levels," McNamara
says. "What we want to know is how much fat people are
eating and what kind of fat they're eating," he says. "Then, we
make changes to their diet to lower the blood cholesterol. The
concern is what kinds of changes can be made to lower the
cholesterol and decrease the risk of heart disease."

Another aspect of his research involves the study of
newborns to determine whether dietary habits practiced in
early life affect how the adult body handles cholesterol. For
example, if an infant is fed breast milk and another is fed
bottle milk, as adults the one who has had bottle milk might
have higher blood cholesterol levels.

"Studies have suggested that bottle milk yields higher
cholesterol levels when the infant becomes an adult,"
McNamara says. "What we don't know yet is what factors in
breast milk have the influence. What is the magic of breast
milk? Is it the fat, the sugar ?"

The patterns that are imprinted in early development and
which later influence how adults respond to a diet, are referred
to as "neo -natal imprinting." McNamara says the phenomenon
helps explain why some people can go on fat -modifying diets,
yet their cholesterol levels remain the same.

"It's why some people are sensitive to diets and why some
aren't - the ones who do all the right things and go on these
nightmarish diets and nothing happens," he says. "Their bodies
must be programmed that way."

Besides studying the impact of diet, researchers are
examining how exercise affects blood cholesterol levels in the
body. "In humans, exercise raises good cholesterols [high -
density lipoproteins] and bad cholesterols [low- density
lipoproteins] go down," McNamara says. "This has a big
influence on heart disease. But we don't know why those
changes take place; why different people respond the way they
do to exercise."

To conduct his research, McNamara places his guinea
pigs on a daily exercise regimen. "We actually have guinea
pigs running on tread mills," he explains. "We really give them
a workout."

A guinea pig runs about 2.5 kilometers over the span of
30 minutes, which is a good workout for a small animal,



Food and nutrition researcher Donald McNamara puts guinea pigs on miniature treadmills
to learn how cholesterol levels in the blood are affected by exercise. Ken Matesich photo

McNamara notes. "They get pretty trim."
Unfortunately, each person's response to diet and exercise

can be different, making it hard to nail down cause and effect.
"Humans are complicated," McNamara muses. "Like the
grandfather who ate eggs and bacon all his life, smoked cigars

and drank liquor, then died at the ripe old age of 100 from a
jealous husband.

"Part of the difference is genetic. But we don't know what
the differences are to say you're the one who's protected and
you're not."
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Half Full or
Half Empty?

Free Trade Means Risks,
Opportunities for
Arizona Vegetables

By Susan McGinley

YOUR WINTERTIME DINNER SALAD IS AN INTERNATIONAL

affair, and most people accept this as a blessing. It may
include lettuce and onions from Yuma, along with tomatoes,
cucumbers and bell peppers fresh from the warm soils of
Sinaloa, Mexico.

But some fear the entire salad may soon come from
Mexico, once the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) takes effect this year.

Arizona growers of labor- intensive horticultural, or salad -
bowl crops, point to Mexico's huge labor pool and lower
wages, and worry they'll be swamped by lower -cost Mexican
produce.

Though most Arizonans are not yet aware of it, the effects
of this scenario would reverberate far beyond the Yuma
lettuce fields, which now account for 95 percent of the winter
lettuce on U.S. tables. Indeed, Arizona's vegetable crop brings
in around $500 million in revenues per year, as much as cotton
and cattle each, two better -known mainstays of the state's farm
sector.

But is this scenario inevitable? University of Arizona
Extension agricultural economist Julie Leones thinks not.

Leones has been studying the possible effects of the trade
agreement on crops grown in the U.S. and Mexico, and she
sees the future taking shape as a complex network of risks and
rewards for farmers in Arizona and elsewhere.

Results won't be completely negative for U.S. growers,
including those in Arizona, she predicts. In fact, there will be
winners and losers on both sides of the border, Leones says.

Clearly, some sectors must adapt or suffer. Arizona
applegrowers, for instance, are well -positioned to compete
with Mexican applegrowers, by virtue of better growing
conditions and production technology. But Arizona also must
contend with the enormous and well- organized Washington
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state apple producers, who currently have a virtual lock on
exports to Mexico.

If the Arizonans can persuade Mexico to revise its import
restrictions, however, they could profit from their close
proximity to the border, notes UA agricultural economist
Harry Ayer.

"Some [growers] are trying to decide whether they should
switch to a particular niche market, or change to a variety not
grown in Mexico," Leones says. "Others wonder whether they
should move their operations to Mexico or get out of agricul-
ture altogether."

The climate for bi- national farming operations, for
instance, has improved radically within the last year. In
January, 1992, Mexico amended its constitution, making it
possible - for the first time since the Mexican Revolution -
for stock -issuing corporations to acquire, own or operate farms
in Mexico, says Tom Karst, markets editor of The Packer, a
trade publication.

This amendment represents an historic change in the
country's political thinking, which had aimed since 1917 to
prevent the concentration of large amounts of land in the
hands of a few.

The amendment has far- reaching implications for small
producers, communal farms and corporate agricultural
enterprises, Leones says. "Mexico is going out of its way to
encourage investment," she says. "They're not very excited
about importing goods, but they would like to see private
investments replace international aid and foreign debt in
driving economic development. To achieve this, they know
that liberalized trade policies must be in effect."

Leones stresses that Mexico has made it much easier to
arrange joint ventures, and has secured private property rights
for both Mexican and foreign investors. Land can no longer be
seized and redistributed by the government, and acreage on
ejidos (government -sanctioned farm collectives) can be rented
out to U.S. farmers.



The only caveat is that foreigners still cannot own land
within 100 kilometers (about 60 miles) of a border or within
50 kilometers of the coast.

American companies with production areas in both
Mexico and the United States could take advantage of the
predicted expansion of horticultural crops in Mexico. For
instance, growing the same crop during different seasons in
both the U.S. and Mexico would provide revenue to these
firms year- round.

But where does this leave Arizona salad -bowl growers,
many of whom sell products during the same season as
Mexico and face higher labor costs as well? Their margin of
advantage is less obvious, but Leones has found the scales are
not as lopsided as they appear at first glance.

U.S. growers have the advantage of better research and
technology, which cuts costs and improves yields. In addition,
interest rates on loans are higher in Mexico, so it costs more to
get a crop in the ground, or to expand. And some growers with
experience in Mexico contend that labor, while more abun-
dant, is less efficient.

Mexican horticultural production has a lot of expanding to
do before it starts bumping U.S. -grown vegetables off the
table.

The U.S. consumes 96 percent of Mexican agricultural
exports - but Mexican vegetables amount to less than five
percent of the total U.S. horticultural output, according to
University of California agricultural economist Roberta Cook.

Moreover, Cook says, Mexico's internal demand for these
crops is bound to increase as its population and per- capita
income edge upward. The phenomenon is already happening
in Sinaloa, the major tomato -exporting area in Mexico, where
the export portion of the crop has dropped over the last few
years. Four years ago, Sinaloa exported 70 to 80 percent of its
tomato crop; it now 'exports less than half, Cook says.

In the future, with more extensively developed irrigation,
Mexico could expand the amount of acreage devoted to

USDA food inspector Joel
Floyd monitors the growing
tide of Mexican -grown
vegetables heading north as
trade restrictions ease.
Recent changes in the
Mexican constitution open
the door for U.S. farmers to
operate on both sides
of the border.
Michael Stoklos photos

horticultural crops, increasing both its own consumption and
its exports to the U.S.

If NAFTA's expected impact on Mexico's bread -and-
butter crops occurs, the country may need all the growth in
horticultural farming it can create. Under NAFTA, the U.S.
stands to put a bigger dent in Mexico's production of grain and
oilseeds, which represent the bulk of its agricultural output,
than any impact by Mexico on U.S. agriculture.

"We think of Mexico as a big horticultural crop pro-
ducer," Leones says. "But internally, 76 percent of all crop-
land is in sorghum, wheat, soybeans and corn, according to
1990 figures."

Over a 10- to 15 -year period, tariffs on U.S. grains and
oilseeds entering Mexico will be lowered and quotas will be
increased, opening the way for a potential flood from the
world's most efficient grain producer.

The competition could displace thousands of small
farmers - the "pequenos proprietarios" whose corn patches,
orchards and small cattle herds have defined Mexican
agriculture since its revolution.

(Prior to the recent constitutional amendments, Mexican
land- tenure regulations allowed only these small holdings and
the ejidos, collectives in which there were no individual
property rights and no leasing allowed.)

More than one -fourth of Mexico's workforce is involved
in agriculture, many as small producers of grain, Leones says.
With a large population under 18, a high birth rate and high
unemployment, any displacement of large numbers of workers
is fraught with danger. "We think it's scary importing toma-
toes from Mexico, but they stand to lose more since corn and
soybeans are their main crops," Leones says.

Leones sees the agreement as an effort to manage
agricultural trade in the short run in preparation for a trade
landscape with significantly fewer barriers in the long run. To
the extent that the agreement does result in gradual, managed
changes, it will give producers in both countries time to adjust.
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UA meat scientist John
Marchello and doctoral
student Mhenni Ben
Abdallah are developing
ways to keep meat fresh
without the use of chemical
preservatives.
Ken Matesich photos



Beef Faces Multiple
Marketing Challenges
Beef producers' efforts to expand their markets
are often hampered by consumer pickiness.

By Susan McGinley

BEEF PRODUCERS AIMING TO PRESERVE A PLACE IN THE MEAT

case - and on consumers' tables - must satisfy a very picky
public. It's not enough to battle image problems with leaner,
healthier cuts of meat. Researchers say they must also meet
demanding aesthetic criteria, as well.

Consumers look for beef with a bright cherry-red color
and a fat content of less than 30 percent, says University of
Arizona meat scientist John Marchello. They also expect
convenient and contaminant -free packaging.

And when it comes to beef, grocery shoppers won't
accept the shortcuts, such as freezing, that other meat produc-
ers commonly use to preserve quality.

This creates a formidable challenge for people like
Marchello, whose work is part of a Western regional project
designed to improve beef marketing strategies. The goal of the
project is to help cattlegrowers reverse the steady decline in
U.S. beef consumption in recent years, attributed to concerns
about dietary fat and cholesterol and aggressive competition
from the pork and poultry industries.

The program identifies the changes in meat consumption
patterns, targets national and international markets, and
develops the technology to provide beef products determined
to be the most marketable. Marchello's particular mission is to
develop beef packaging methods which retain the bright red
color of freshly slaughtered meat and increase its shelf -life
without adding preservatives.

"Freezing works the best, but consumer surveys show that
people don't want a frozen product," Marchello says. "People
will buy frozen poultry and pork, but for some reason they
reject frozen beef." The challenge is to retain the color of beef
while discouraging spoilage.

The pigment myoglobin gives the beef muscle its basic
red color. In the presence of oxygen it changes to
oxymyoglobin, giving the high cherry-red color consumers
equate with fresh beef. After about three days, the pigment
oxidizes to metmyoglobin, which turns the meat an unappetiz-
ing brown. Marchello's work focuses on slowing the change to
metmyoglobin.

"If we can maintain the cherry-red color and keep down
the microbial population, we've got it made," Marchello says.

One technique that shows promise involves the use of
carbon dioxide, oxygen and nitrogen inside the packaged fresh

beef, creating, in effect, a special mini -atmosphere. Carbon
dioxide discourages microbial growth, while oxygen preserves
the color. The catch is that too much carbon dioxide turns the
meat brown, while too much oxygen feeds the spoilage
organisms.

Marchello has discovered that concentrations of 25
percent carbon dioxide and 40 percent oxygen work well, with
nitrogen filling the remaining 35 percent. Yet more study is
needed to determine the optimum amounts for different meat
cuts.

Marchello tests different combinations of the gases, all
native to Earth's atmosphere, using technology developed at
the University of Arizona. He cuts a core sample out of the
meat and sterilizes it, puts it in a sealed vial and measures the
color change from red to brown in the muscle. The method
requires only small amounts of meat.

The vial system enables Marchello to inject different
atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide, oxygen and
nitrogen into the container to study their effect on the myoglo-
bin pigment. He can also inoculate the samples with spoilage
bacteria and even such pathogens as salmonella and listeria to
analyze their effect when combined with the atmospheric
gases.

"The metmyoglobin forms more rapidly with bacterial
growth and development, so the meat turns brown faster,"
Marchello says.

This is especially true with pre- frozen beef. During the
research, a switch from UA meat lab beef to frozen commer-
cial top round yielded the accidental discovery that beef
shipped pre -frozen and later thawed at the grocery turns brown
sooner than fresh meat.

Once the meat preservation system is refined, meat
wrappers must be designed, a facet that Marchello expects will
be handled by commercial firms.

"One of the critical things is to develop a packaging
system that will have a `pillow effect'," Marchello says. The
package must puff up to accommodate the volume of gas
pumped into it.

As with all aspects of the marketing research, the new
packaging technology must suit both domestic and foreign
markets, such as Japan and Australia, where U.S. beef
producers hope to expand in the future.
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Chance Meeting Yields
Research Bonanza

By Rebecca Cook

DR. ROY Ax OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA'S ANIMAL

sciences department went to the cattlegrowers' meeting in
Prescott, Arizona, last summer, with a nagging problem on his
mind.

Ax was engaged in a study of how to avert the dramatic
drop in fertility rates among Arizona cattle during summer
months -a decrease from an average of 60 percent pregnant
to around 15 percent in June, July and August. Ax was
investigating how the introduction of specific heat -shock
proteins to developing cow embryos could improve their
viability.

Ax's difficulty was that the time and expense of obtaining
embryos on which to conduct his experiments could prove
prohibitive.

Also attending the Prescott meeting was Vernon St. John
of Laveen, Arizona, who, as it turned out, had the answer to
part of Ax's problem.

As remuneration on a collapsed business venture in
Southern California, St. John had received over 900 frozen
cow embryos intended to be used in the development of a line
of elite cows. Even for someone whose expertise was artifi-
cially inseminated cattle, it posed a significant challenge to
find uses for all of these.

So when Ax encountered St. John, whom he had known
for several years, at the meeting and told him about his
research, St. John proposed a solution. If it would help, St.
John said, he would be happy to donate the embryos in his
possession to the university for use in Ax's study.

As it happens, St. John's timely contribution may have
shaved at least two years off Ax's study and saved the
university about $20,000.

Ax, along the animal sciences department colleagues Ed
Monty and Vince Guerriero, began tests in January to deter-
mine whether or not the introduction of exogenous Heat Shock
Protein 70 (HSP70) to cultures of cow embryos will enable the
embryos to survive the stress of elevated temperatures.

Heat -shock proteins exist in every known cell, says
Guerriero, who has studied them extensively.

"Normally their levels within the system remain low,"
Guerriero says. "But under conditions of environmental stress
(such as heavy -metal poisoning, elevated levels of alcohol in
the system, hypoxia or high external temperatures) the levels
will jump dramatically.

"The current thinking is that these proteins function to
help cells survive such stress. We're looking specifically at
how these proteins do this," he adds.
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The process for obtaining live cow embryos, here being
done by UA veterinarian Ed Monty, is costly and arduous.
Ken Matesich photo

When a cell is exposed to injury and trauma, the proteins
within it unfold and come apart. If the cell is to continue to
function, it must stay together. The release of heat shock
proteins can help the components of a cell fold back into its
native formation and survive, Guerriero says.

"In Roy's study we're hoping that by introducing exog-
enous HSP70 to the cow embryos, we can greatly increases
their survivability," Guerriero says.

Veterinarian Ed Monty has spent 20 years studying the
phenomenon of why the fertility of summer heat -stressed cows
is so low. "For a long time our research focused on physiologi-
cal and hormonal studies," he says. "Now that focus has
shifted to embryo development and how heat affects the
viability of very young embryos."

The preliminary evidence suggests that the young
embryos are protected from the ravages of health when they
are cultured with HSP70, Monty says. "Our ultimate goal is to
be able to produce heat -resistant [embryos] by collecting them
from non -heat -stressed cows in the winter, culturing the



embryos with the heat -shock protein, and then implanting the
treated embryo into heat - shocked cows during the summer
months," he says.

Monty says that researchers prefer using fresh embryos
when possible but acknowledged that St. John's donation
would come in very helpful because of the time and expense
of collecting live embryos.

One problem with St. John's embryos is that before
researchers can use them, they must first determine whether or
not they are viable, Monty says. (See next story.) Until this
issue is resolved, or until a significant infusion of financial
assistance is provided to obtain living embryos, the research is
stalled, he adds.

In the meantime, Guerriero is working on finding a
lucrative 'source for HSP70 so that they can harvest large
amounts to use in the course of their research.

"At this point it appears that bovine skeletal muscles
contain the highest levels of the protein," he says. "Now we

Lab technician Janice Somoza is screening a gift of 900
frozen cow embryos, from Laveen rancher Vernon St.
John, to see if any are viable. Ken Matesich photo

just have to find a way to purify the protein."
This aspect of the project is being handled by graduate

student Jesus Gutierrez, who has developed an assay, or test,
that quantifies how much HSP70 exists in various tissues. By
using this test researchers can monitor protein levels at any
given time and under different conditions of stress.

As collecting HSP70 is also a difficult and time- consum-
ing affair, Guerriero says that at some point in the future they
hope to be able to remove the specific gene for the protein and
place it into bacteria where it can be then produced and more
easily isolated.

Potential applications of the knowledge gained through
the study of heat shock proteins extends far beyond the
enhancement of summer fertility rates in cattle, Guerriero
says. Possible medical uses for humans, such as the treatment
of cardiac and liver disease, as well as arthritis, could save
many lives and relieve considerable suffering.

"It's very exciting stuff to think about," Guerriero says.

Search for Usable
Embryos Proves Elusive

By Rebecca Cook

ALTHOUGH VERNON ST. JOHN'S DONATION OF OVER

900 frozen cow embryos to Dr. Roy Ax's study was a
potential windfall in terms of time and money, there remains
the problem of determining viability of the embryos before the
real work of the research can get underway.

"Some of these embryos are up to 10 years old," says
Janice Somoza, the lab technician responsible for performing
culture and embryo work for Ax's study. "We have no idea of
the conditions under which these embryos were stored during
that time, so we first have to satisfy the question of whether or
not they are even still viable."

To accomplish this, the frozen embryos must first be
"washed" in order to remove the chemical dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO), which acts as a kind of preservative that allows the
embryos to be stored for indefinite periods of time, Somoza
says. To completely leech the DMSO from the embryos
requires that they be "washed" a total of 10 times, for 10
minutes each. With each washing the microscopic embryo
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must be fished from one solution and placed in another, a task
requiring Herculean patience and a good sense of humor.

"It's a good thing I love my work," Somoza laughs.
During the very last washing, HSP70 is added to the

embryo. They are then placed in a culture of fetal calf serum
and sucrose and allowed to incubate for the next 24 to 48 hours,
where they are checked at 8 -hour intervals to assess growth
and development, Somoza says.

If the embryo is viable, it will show signs of "hatching,"
the microscopic observation of embryonic cellular
reproduction and growth.

Before the embryo is either placed into a heat -stressed cow
or stored again for use at a later time, Somoza says that
fluorescent work is conducted on the embryo to try and
determine precisely where the HSP70 has gone in the embryo.
If researchers know where HSP70 manifests in the embryo, it
is hoped that they will better understand how and why it works

to protect the development of the embryo, Somoza says.
She added that trials conducted on 2 embryos this summer,

one with HSP70 added and the other without, indicate that the
protein may well have a positive effect on embryonic develop-
ment under conditions of heat stress.

The problem is that 2 embryos do not create impressive
statistical validation for the research and, as the project goes
up for grant funding, this is exactly what is needed, Somoza
says.

"I need a trial run of at least 12 (embryos) in order to get
a good statistical basis to put on the proposal for additional
funding," she says.

The bad news is that, so far, Somoza has tested 30 of the
900 -plus donated embryos and found that none of them were
viable. But she remains philosophical:

"Oh, well," she sighs, "We have to have all these failures
before we finally have the success."
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New analysis techniques may speed information on changing range conditions to ranchers like Robert Noon of Oro Blanco
Ranch in Santa Cruz County, who seek to maintain peak nutrition for their herds. Noon raises registered Charolais cattle.
Michael Stoklos photos

High -Tech Offers New Solution
to Old Ranching Problem
By Susan McGinley

A RANCHER SURVEYING THE RANGE KNOWS THAT SMALL

changes - some too subtle to be detected by the eye - can
make the difference between a good calf crop and a poor one.

The protein levels in range grasses are vital to this
outcome, but these change constantly during the growing
season. Wildlife managers and land management agency
personnel likewise need to know the nutrient conditions of
rangelands grazed by both domestic and wild animals in order
to manage the land's resources well.

Neither the range nor the herd signals immediately when
grasses are supplying less than the 7 percent protein needed by
a cow for efficient digestion. Traditional lab tests haven't been

useful, either, because results, which typically take 2 to 4 weeks,
are outdated by the time they reach the rancher's mailbox.

But a new approach to testing now under development at
the University of Arizona in Tucson promises to close that gap
dramatically for Arizona ranchers and land managers. The
procedure uses near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) to analyze
forage grasses, producing results that are cheaper and faster
than traditional methods currently used, explains Robert
Kattnig, UA assistant livestock specialist.

"Let's say a rancher collects a grass sample and ships it to
us," Kattnig says. "We put it in a dryer, dry it overnight and
then grind the sample. We put it in the NIRS analyzer and in
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UA livestock specialist Robert Kattnig and assistant Wilma Renken can deliver results on range
conditions in a matter of hours using near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS). Ken Matesich photo

30 seconds we have an answer."
Turn -around time is about 3 days, including shipment

time from the rancher to the lab, and that can make a lot of
difference, Kattnig explains. "Rangeland is like your yard," he
says. "The grass changes continually over the season. If you
take a sample and get it back in 30 days, the situation may
have changed considerably [from when the sample was
collected.]"

(Traditional protein analysis usually involves running
chemical tests on dried grass samples, and may take up to a
month to return results.)

Because it takes a while for cows to show physical
symptoms when they're suffering from poor diets, too often
livestock are grazed beyond the protein threshold of range
grasses in the spring, Kattnig says. But if a rancher knows the
range is insufficient, he or she can supplement with protein
and the cows will use the low- quality forage better.

"It will encourage the cow to eat more," Kattnig says.
Although NIRS has been used extensively to analyze

grains and forages in other parts of the U.S., the method has
never been applied to grasses in the Southwest, particularly
those in Arizona.

NIRS uses a narrow band of infrared light focused on a
dried, powdered grass sample. Each sample absorbs and
reflects the light differently, indicating the level of protein
present in the grass when it was cut. NIRS technology can also
determine phosphorus and digestible fiber content, although
this is not currently part of Kattnig's project.

The equipment is simple. The spectrometer, slightly
larger than a microwave oven, attaches to a computer and
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printer. Together they occupy one end of a laboratory bench
once filled entirely with monitors and glassware used in the
wet -chemistry method.

Kattnig and his coworkers will test grasses in various
stages of growth at different times of the year. Right now they
are calibrating the equipment using protein values for Arizona
grass species.

"We need to have samples of these grasses throughout the
growth phase of the plant because animals eat the plants at all
stages of growth," Kattnig says. "Hay and grain in storage
don't change. The range does."

In Arizona, grasses normally show a high protein content
during the growing season when the moisture is high. As
moisture recedes and the plant goes dormant, the protein curve
declines. Sampling during target times when the forage is
changing will allow ranchers to stay ahead of this downward
curve.

Once the system is fully calibrated and a database has
been developed, UA researchers will be able to handle a large
volume of samples from all over the state, Kattnig says.

Eventually NIRS could be used for a wide range of
grasses, legumes and other plants serving as forage. In
Kattnig's opinion, multiple -use areas grazed by both wildlife
and livestock could be analyzed to see the effect grazing has
had on an area.

By developing a reliable, inexpensive method of range
grass analysis, Kattnig hopes to assist ranchers, wildlife
managers and land management personnel in monitoring
livestock and wildlife use of forage resources on both public
and private lands in Arizona.



Hard Times Hit Elderly Harder Than Most
By Anita M. Caldwell

OLDER ADULTS HAVE BEEN HARD -HIT BY THE TRIPLE WHAMMY

of changes in the nation's financial climate, rising medical
costs and an increase in financial fraud targeted at the matur-
ing population.

Donna Iams, University of Arizona associate professor of

Ken Matesich photo

family studies, says these trends are hurting both the physical
health and the general outlook on life of older Americans.
Iams believes they account for the increase in euthanasia or
murder /suicide among elderly faced with a catastrophic
illness.
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The areas hit the worst
are rural areas, where many doctors

have shut down offices because it was either
too expensive to operate or malpractice insurance was too costly.

In many instances, the community safety net is so
threadbare that people believe their only alternative is to shift
the burden to their children - and many are unwilling to do
that. "They see the quality of their life is deteriorating and
they are not wanting to go on with life," Iams says.

Iams explains that older adults are particularly vulnerable
to changes such as decreasing interest on savings accounts,
which many count on to help pay daily living costs. "Those
who have been dependent on interest rates from their retire-
ment savings are affected," Iams says. "Years ago, [banks]
were paying more on the [certificates of deposit] and other
investments. Now the interest rates have dropped to 2, 3 or 4
percent.

"Most of the people who were depending on that interest
are finding they don't have enough coverage," she says.
"They're probably going to run out of money sooner than they
had planned. And that will be more difficult for those who
based their entire future planning on interest income."

In addition, many people are outliving their pension
funds. "We've got people living well into their 90s, but their
pension plan only covered until their 70s," Iams says.

Increased costs for medical care and prescriptions also
pose a disproportionate problem for older Americans. "The
average rate of inflation may be 2 to 4 percent [but] medical
care is up 20 to 25 percent," she points out.

The areas hit the worst are rural areas, where many
doctors have shut down offices because it was either too
expensive to operate or malpractice insurance was too costly.
As they move closer to the cities, the rural areas are left
without adequate medical care coverage, Iams says.

In addition, a lot of states are giving less financial support
for operating health clinics. People have to travel farther for
medical care. "That means physical stress of the distance as
well as economic stress," she says.

Iams knows first hand about the stresses that long -
distance medical care can create. Her mother and father were
living in a small, rural community last spring when her father
learned that he needed surgery. The only hospital that could
provide it was in a major city more than 100 miles away, she
recounts. The hospital wanted him to plan on a three -week
stay.
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That translated into hotel and food expenses for Iams'
mother. "That additional cost for the caregiver is stressful,"
lams says.

In some cases, people cover the gap by skipping medica-
tions or medical appointments. "Instead of taking their
prescription daily they take it every other day," Iams says.
"They will put themselves in a greater health risk. And if they
can no longer find the clinic and have to travel farther, they
put off going to the doctor."

Besides feeling helpless during a severe medical crisis,
many older adults are experiencing frustration and anger from
financial fraud, Iams says.

"Living trusts" are a particularly common tactic used by
financial planners targeting the elderly. "A lot of elderly
couples are frightened into believing that they'll have all these
legal problems if one of them dies and they have to deal with
probate," Iams explains. But in many cases, the cost of setting
up the trust is greater than if the person was just left alone, she
says. Besides, many people have some type of joint accounts
so they don't need a living trust.

Financial fraud can be hard to trace because people are
apt to keep quiet when they have been deceived by crooked
financial planners, Iams says. "A lot of people don't admit
they made a mistake, so they don't ask for help."

If there is a bright side to the picture, it is that these
multiple pressures have given rise to a movement to create
more effective checks and balances. The effort includes
disseminating more information about general consumer fraud
to the public.

Legislation is being written that would require tighter
controls on establishing living trusts, and more accountability
for financial planners. Currently, they are not as tightly
regulated as are, for instance, stock brokers and other profes-
sions with clear -cut codes of ethics.

"Arizona [now] has no laws to control that, to protect the
older American from financial fraud," Iams says.

There are also efforts underway to establish a universal
hot line for assistance with car repairs, problems with lawyers
or with financial planning.

However, any major changes in interest rates or medical
costs depends on action by the federal government, Iams says.



When it comes to economic development, University of Arizona scholar Nancy Huber said it best: "Money isn't the bottom line.
The real bottom line is the way people live, hope and work." As Arizona's leaders gather to look for ways to help the state adapt
to a changing global economy, Huber's words remind us that the bottom line is people, people like grower Rodney Shedd and the

other Arizonans pictured within these pages. They need solutions that will open up new opportunities, while enabling them to
maintain the pride, self -reliance and industry on which their lives have been built. Michael Stoklos photo
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